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Abstract

In this paper, we study masked autoencoder (MAE) pre-
training on videos for matching-based downstream tasks,
including visual object tracking (VOT) and video object seg-
mentation (VOS). A simple extension of MAE is to randomly
mask out frame patches in videos and reconstruct the frame
pixels. However, we find that this simple baseline heav-
ily relies on spatial cues while ignoring temporal relations
for frame reconstruction, thus leading to sub-optimal tem-
poral matching representations for VOT and VOS. To al-
leviate this problem, we propose DropMAE, which adap-
tively performs spatial-attention dropout in the frame re-
construction to facilitate temporal correspondence learning
in videos. We show that our DropMAE is a strong and effi-
cient temporal matching learner, which achieves better fine-
tuning results on matching-based tasks than the ImageNet-
based MAE with 2× faster pre-training speed. Moreover,
we also find that motion diversity in pre-training videos
is more important than scene diversity for improving the
performance on VOT and VOS. Our pre-trained DropMAE
model can be directly loaded in existing ViT-based track-
ers for fine-tuning without further modifications. Notably,
DropMAE sets new state-of-the-art performance on 8 out
of 9 highly competitive video tracking and segmentation
datasets. Our code and pre-trained models are available at
https://github.com/jimmy-dq/DropMAE.git.

1. Introduction
Recently, transformers have achieved enormous success

in many research areas, such as natural language processing
(NLP) [6, 22], computer vision [97] and audio generation
[43, 73]. In NLP, masked autoencoding is commonly used
to train large-scale generalizable NLP transformers contain-
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Figure 1. State-of-the-art comparison on GOT-10k [39] following
the one-shot protocol. Our DropTrack with the proposed Drop-
MAE pre-training achieves state-of-the-art performance without
using complicated pipelines such as online updating.

ing billions of parameters. Inspired by the great success of
self-supervised learning in NLP, recent advances [36, 89]
in computer vision suggest that training large-scale vision
transformers may undertake a similar trajectory with NLP.
The seminal work MAE [36] reconstructs the input image
from a small portion of patches. The learned representa-
tion in this masked autoencoder has been demonstrated to
be effective in many computer vision tasks, such as image
classification, object detection and semantic segmentation.

In video object tracking (VOT), recently two works,
SimTrack [10] and OSTrack [97], explore using an MAE
pre-trained ViT model as the tracking backbone. Notably,
these two trackers achieve state-of-the-art performance on
existing tracking benchmarks without using complicated
tracking pipelines. The key to their success is the robust
pre-training weights learned by MAE on ImageNet [68]. In
addition, [10, 97] also demonstrate that, for VOT, MAE un-
supervised pre-training on ImageNet is more effective than
supervised pre-training using class labels – this is mainly
because MAE pre-training learns more fine-grained local
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Figure 2. Visualization of the attention maps of the TwinMAE
baseline and our DropMAE in the reconstruction of a random
masked patch, which is denoted as a red bounding box in the left
input frame. TwinMAE leverages the spatial cues (within the same
frame) more than temporal cues (between frames) for reconstruc-
tion. Our proposed DropMAE improves the baseline by effec-
tively alleviating co-adaptation between spatial cues in the recon-
struction, focusing more on temporal cues, thus achieving better
learning of temporal correspondences for VOT and VOS.

structures that are useful for accurate target localization re-
quired for VOT, whereas supervised training learns high-
level class-related features that are invariant over appear-
ance changes. Despite the promising performance achieved
by [10,97], the MAE pre-training on ImageNet could still be
sub-optimal for the tracking task due to the natural gap be-
tween images and videos, i.e., no prior temporal correspon-
dence information can be learned in static images. How-
ever, previous tracking methods [3, 42, 83] have shown that
temporal correspondence learning is the key in developing
a robust and discriminative tracker. Thus there is an oppor-
tunity to further develop the MAE framework specifically
for matching-base video tasks, such as VOT and VOS.

One simple way to extend MAE to videos is to ran-
domly mask out frame patches in a video clip (i.e., video
frame pairs) and then reconstruct the video clip. We de-
note this simple baseline as twin MAE (TwinMAE). Given
a masked patch query, as illustrated in Figs. 2 & 4, we
find that TwinMAE heavily relies on the spatially neigh-
bouring patches within the same frame to reconstruct the
masked patch, which implies a heavy co-adaptation of spa-
tial cues (within-frame tokens) for reconstruction and may
cause learning of sub-optimal temporal representations for
matching-based downstream tasks like video object track-
ing and segmentation.

To address this issue with the TwinMAE baseline, we
propose DropMAE specifically designed for pre-training a
masked autoencoder for matching-based video downstream
tasks (e.g., VOT and VOS). Our DropMAE adaptively per-
forms spatial-attention dropout to break up co-adaptation
between spatial cues (within-frame tokens) during the frame
reconstruction, thus encouraging more temporal interac-
tions and facilitating temporal correspondence learning in

the pre-training stage. Interestingly, we obtain several im-
portant findings with DropMAE: 1) DropMAE is an effec-
tive and efficient temporal correspondence learner, which
achieves better fine-tuning results on matching-based tasks
than the ImageNet-based MAE with 2× faster pre-training
speed. 2) Motion diversity in pre-training videos is more
important than scene diversity for improving the perfor-
mance on VOT and VOS.

We conduct downstream task evaluation on 9 competi-
tive VOT and VOS benchmarks, achieving state-of-the-art
performance on these benchmarks. In particular, our track-
ers with DropMAE pre-training obtain 75.9% AO on GOT-
10k, 52.7% AUC on LaSOText, 56.9% AUC on TNL2K
and 92.1%/83.0% J&F scores on DAVIS-16/17, w/o us-
ing complicated online updating or memory mechanisms.

In summary, the main contributions of our work are:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investi-

gate masked autoencoder video pre-training for tempo-
ral matching-based downstream tasks. Specifically, we
explore various video data sources for pre-training and
build a TwinMAE baseline to study its effectiveness on
temporal matching tasks. Since none exists, we further
build a ViT-based VOS baseline for fine-tuning.

• We propose DropMAE, which adaptively performs
spatial-attention dropout in the frame reconstruction
to facilitate effective temporal correspondence learn-
ing in videos.

• Our trackers with DropMAE pre-training sets new
state-of-the-art performance on 8 out of 9 highly com-
petitive video tracking and segmentation benchmarks
without complicated tracking pipelines.

2. Related Work
Visual object tracking and segmentation. Given an

annotated bounding box in the first frame of a test video,
visual object tracking (VOT) aims to accurately predict the
target’s bounding boxes in the following frames. Simi-
larly, for visual object segmentation (VOS), given an an-
notated binary mask in the first frame, VOS aims to predict
dense target masks in the remaining frames. In the early
development of VOT, correlation filter-based approaches
[19, 21, 31, 37, 46, 47, 51, 53, 82, 84] are dominant trackers
due to their favorable ability in modeling target appearance
variation. With the development of deep learning, deep
Siamese networks [70, 78] are introduced to VOT. The rep-
resentative work SiamFC [3] takes template and search im-
ages as input for target localization. Based on SiamFC,
many improvements have been made, e.g., scale regres-
sion [41,42,94], online template updating [34,93,99], multi-
level feature fusion [29], loss design [23] and backbone de-
sign [10,41,97,103]. For VOS, matching-based approaches,
e.g., STM [60], AOT [96] and STCN [15], achieve promis-
ing results on existing VOS benchmarks. Recent improve-
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ments [14, 50] on online memory design further improve
the previous SOTA results in VOS. Recent studies including
SimTrack [10] and OSTrack [97] show that the ViT back-
bone [24] with MAE pre-training on ImageNet is effective
for object tracking.

Despite the great success of ViT with MAE pre-training
on tracking, this static ImageNet-based pre-training still
lacks temporal correspondence learning. Moreover, the de-
velopments of VOT and VOS show that learning strong
temporal matching ability is essential for video tracking
tasks. To the best of our best knowledge, we are the first to
investigate masked autoencoder self-supervised video pre-
training for tracking tasks. Our proposed DropMAE can
learn reliable temporal correspondences, which we demon-
strate are effective for downstream tracking tasks.

Self-supervised Learning. Self-supervised learning has
received significant interest in the past few decades. There
are many manually-designed pretext tasks for pre-training,
such as image colorization [100], jigsaw puzzle solving
[59], future frame prediction [69, 75] and rotation predic-
tion [33]. Contrastive learning approaches [7, 11, 25, 35, 86,
88] are the mainstream self-supervised methods in recent
years. However, these methods are sensitive to the type and
strength of applied data augmentation, which makes them
hard to train. Inspired by masked language modeling [6,22],
masked image modeling (MIM) approaches are proposed
for learning unsupervised image [36, 89] or video represen-
tations [30, 71], which have been shown to be effective for
many downstream tasks including image classification, ob-
ject detection and video action recognition. However, there
is no specifically designed pre-training approaches for tem-
poral matching-based task, such as VOT and VOS. In this
work, we propose DropMAE to explore this direction.

3. Method
We propose a self-supervised video pre-training method

to learn robust representations for temporal matching-based
downstream tasks, including VOT and VOS tasks. We
firstly introduce a simple extension of MAE to temporal
matching representation learning from video, (TwinMAE).
We then illustrate the limitations of the TwinMAE baseline
and propose a spatial-attention dropout strategy to facilitate
temporal correspondence learning, denoted as DropMAE.
The overall pipeline of both DropMAE and TwinMAE is
shown in Fig. 3. Finally, we introduce the VOT and VOS
methods used for fine-tuning the downstream tasks.

3.1. Temporal Masked Autoencoder (TwinMAE)

The masked autoencoder (MAE) model [36] consists of
an encoder and a decoder. Its basic idea is to randomly
mask out a large portion (e.g., 75%) of patches in an im-
age and then reconstruct the image pixels. Specifically,
the encoder only takes visible patches as input for feature
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Figure 3. An illustration of our DropMAE. The proposed adaptive
spatial-attention dropout (ASAD) facilitates temporal correspon-
dence learning for temporal matching tasks. TwinMAE follows
the same pipeline except that the ASAD module is not used.

learning, and then the decoder is input with both visible and
masked patches to produce the image reconstruction. In or-
der to adapt to downstream video matching-based tasks, one
naive extension is to directly apply MAE on concatenated
video frames, hoping to learn temporal matching represen-
tations from video frame pairs, which we denote as Twin-
MAE.

It should be noted that existing works [30,71] that extend
MAE to video representation learning are mainly designed
for the downstream task of video action recognition, where
a long video clip (e.g., 16 frames) is used for reconstruction-
based pre-training. To keep consistent with our downstream
tasks of VOT/VOS, we follow the general training settings
used in object tracking [3, 97], where two frames are sam-
pled from one video as input to TwinMAE for pre-training.
This adaptation significantly reduces the computational and
memory cost compared to existing video pre-training ap-
proaches [30, 71], due to the quadratic complexity of ViTs.
Patch embedding. Firstly, we randomly sample 2 frames
within a video with a predefined maximal frame gap. For
each frame, we follow the vanilla ViT to divide it into non-
overlapping patches. The patches extracted from the two
frames are then concatenated together to form the overall
patch sequence. We then randomly mask out patches in
the patch sequence until a predefined mask ratio is reached.
Note that we use the same mask ratio (i.e., 75%) with the
original MAE, since the information redundancy of two
frames should be similar to a single image. The visi-
ble patches are embedded by linear projection [24], and
the masked patches are embedded using a shared learnable
mask token. All the embedded patches are added with po-
sitional embeddings [24].
Frame identity embedding. To distinguish between the
masked tokens in the same spatial location of the two
frames, we use two learnable frame identity embeddings
to indicate the two input frames. The corresponding frame
identity embedding is added to each embedded patch.
Autoencoder and Training. Following the autoencoding
pipeline in the original MAE [36], the encoder only takes
visible embedded patches as input, and the decoder is input
with all the embedded patches for masked patch reconstruc-
tion. We use the same normalized pixel loss from MAE for
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Figure 4. The average within-frame and between-frame attention
scores obtained by TwinMAE and DropMAE in different decoder
layers. The attention score is calculated on 20 randomly sampled
K400 validation videos, and is averaged on all heads and locations.

training the whole network architecture.

3.2. Limitation of TwinMAE Baseline

The visualization of the reconstruction for our Twin-
MAE baseline is shown in Fig. 2. We also quantitatively
compare the average within-frame and between-frame at-
tentions during the reconstruction in Fig. 4. Interestingly,
we find the TwinMAE reconstruction heavily relies on
within-frame patches or spatial cues, which may lead to
sub-optimal temporal representations for matching-based
video tasks.

When only using within-frame spatial cues, the decoder
will perform the reconstruction using only context informa-
tion in the neighboring patches, and thus the learned en-
coder representations will embed context information. In
contrast, when using between-frame cues, the decoder will
learn to perform matching of patches between frames so as
to recover the corresponding target patch in the other frame.
Thus, decoding with between-frame cues will make the en-
coder learn representations that support temporal matching
between frames. Previous works in object tracking [3, 83]
also suggest that temporal correspondence learning plays a
key role in developing a robust and discriminative tracker.
Since TwinMAE relies more on context information, it is
still suboptimal for downstream tracking tasks.

3.3. Adaptive Spatial-Attention Dropout

To address issue of TwinMAE discussed in Sec. 3.2, we
propose a Adaptive Spatial-Attention Dropout (ASAD) to
facilitate the temporal correspondence learning in the tem-
poral MAE. Given a query token, our basic idea is to adap-
tively drop a portion of its within-frame cues in order to
facilitate the model to learn more reliable temporal corre-
spondence, i.e., between-frame cues. That is, we restrict the
interactions between the query token and tokens in the same
frame, and encourage more interactions with tokens in the
other frame, through manipulation of the computed spatial-
attention in the transformer. Therefore, to minimize the re-
construction loss, the model is facilitated to learn a better
temporal matching ability, which is essential in matching-
based video tasks.

Before introducing the proposed ASAD, we firstly revisit

(a) layer-4 (b) layer-6

high

low

Figure 5. Visualization of the temporal matching function ftem on
an example frame pair. A large value of ftem(i) indicates that the
i-th pixel matches well to a pixel in the other frame.

the multi-head self-attention in ViT [24]. Let z ∈ RN×D be
the input sequence of the two concatenated input frames,
N denotes the total patch number in the two frames and
D is the feature dimension. The standard multi-head self-
attention [24] can be formulated as:

[q,k,v] = zUqkv, SA(z) = softmax( 1√
Dk

qkT ), (1)

MSA(z) = [SA1(z);SA2(z); · · ·;SAk(z)]Um, (2)

where Uqkv ∈ RD×3Dk and Um ∈ Rk·Dk×D. Let A =
qkT

√
Dk

∈ RN×N denote the attention matrix. Our ASAD per-
forms spatial-attention dropout on A so as to remove some
within-frame interactions.
Temporal matching probability. We first need to con-
sider the best tokens on which to apply ASAD. Intuitively,
a query token that has a strong match in the other frame
should be a good candidate, since, in the absence of within-
frame cues, it can still be reconstructed well using the tem-
poral cues in the other frame. Here, we define a temporal
matching function ftem(·) to measure the temporal match-
ing probability of the i-th query token:

ftem(i) = max
j∈Ωt(i)

(Âi,j), Â = softmaxrow(A), (3)

where the softmax function is applied on each row of A,
ftem(i) ∈ [0, 1], and Ωt(i) denotes the temporal index set
of the i-th query token, which contains all the token indices
of the other frame. A larger value of ftem(i) indicates a
larger probability that the i-th query token is well-matched
in the other frame, and thus a good candidate for ASAD. A
visualization of ftem(·) is shown in Fig. 5.
Overall dropout probability measurement. The over-
all spatial-attention dropout probability at location (i, j) is
measured by using both the temporal matching probability
and the normalized spatial importance:

Wi,j = ftem(i)
Âi,j∑

j∈Ωs(i)
Âi,j

, (4)

where Ωs(i) is the spatial index set that contains all the
other token indices (i.e., excluding the query index itself) in
the same frame as the i-th query. When Wi,j is large, the i-
th query token has a good between-frame match, and mean-
while the j-th within-frame token is important for the i-th
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query. In this case, dropping the attention element (i, j) in
A facilitates the model to use between-frame (temporally-
matched) tokens for token learning or reconstruction. Fi-
nally, we set the dropout probability for self-attention and
temporal-self-attention to be 0, i.e., Wi,i = Wi,i+N/2 = 0.

Note that there are N(N/2 − 1) (i.e., excluding self-
attention elements) spatial-attention elements in total, and
only these spatial-attention elements are considered for
dropout. With a pre-defined dropout ratio P , we globally
drop a total of Nd = PN(N/2 − 1) attention elements
from A.

Sampling for Dropout. We draw Nd elements from
a multinomial distribution based on the dropout probabil-
ity matrix W . Then we drop the elements in A with the
corresponding indices by setting their values to −∞. Af-
ter applying the softmax function in (1), the correspond-
ing spatial-attention weights are removed. The other opera-
tions are the same with the original multi-head self attention
mechanisms used in ViT. The PyTorch-like pseudocode is
presented in the Supplemental.

Our ASAD method has negligible additional time cost
compared with TwinMAE, due to the efficient matrix oper-
ation in GPUs. We apply ASAD to each layer in the de-
coder during the pre-training stage, so as to learn encoder
representations that support temporal matching. In the next
section, we introduce downstream task fine-tuning based on
the well pre-trained ViT model.

3.4. Downstream Temporal Matching Tasks

After obtaining the pre-trained DropMAE model, we
fine-tune the well-learned encoder (i.e., the ViT model) on
downstream temporal matching tasks, i.e., VOT and VOS.

3.4.1 Video Object Tracking

Recently, the MAE ViT models pre-trained on ImageNet
are applied to VOT and show impressive results. We use
the state-of-the-art tracker OSTrack [97] as our baseline
tracker for fine-tuning. In OSTrack, the cropped template
and search images are firstly serialized into sequences and
concatenated together. Then the overall sequence is added
with the positional embeddings and input to the ViT back-
bone for joint feature extraction and interaction. Finally,
the updated search features are input to a prediction head to
predict the target bounding box.

During the fine-tuning stage, we use our pre-trained
DropMAE encoder weights to initialize the ViT backbone
used in OSTrack. Meanwhile, two frame identity embed-
dings are respectively added to template and search em-
beddings, in order to keep consistency with the pre-training
stage. We use the same training losses of the original OS-
Track. The detailed training parameters are shown in Sup-
plementary for reference.

3.4.2 Video Object Segmentation

For VOS, there are currently no methods based on ViT.
Thus, we build a simple VOS baseline with a ViT backbone.
Input serialization. Given a template frame with a binary
mask, VOS aims to segment the object-of-interest in each
frame of a video. Similar to the pre-training stage, the bi-
nary mask map, template and search frames are firstly con-
verted to patch sequences, and then linearly projected and
added with positional embeddings. Two frame identity em-
beddings are added to the template and search embeddings,
and the mask embeddings are added to the template embed-
dings for mask encoding.
Joint feature extraction and interaction. The template
and search embeddings are concatenated together and input
to the ViT backbone for joint feature extraction and match-
ing. We use the updated search features extracted from the
last layer of ViT for mask prediction.
Mask prediction. The existing VOS approaches [14,15,60,
96] employ multi-resolution features for mask prediction.
However, the updated search features are single-resolution.
We follow [45] to upsample the search features to 2× and
4× sizes via two deconvolutional modules. Finally, we use
the same decoder used in [15, 60] for mask prediction.
Training loss. We use the commonly-used cross entropy
loss [15, 60] to train the whole network architecture.
Online inference. During the online inference, we use the
first frame with the mask annotation as the memory frame
for online target matching in the search frame.
The pipeline figure and more implementation details can be
found in Supplementary.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

Datasets. In the pre-training stage, we explore various
large-scale video data sources to pre-train our DropMAE
model, including Kinetics-400 [40] (K400), Kinetics-600
[8] (K600), Kinetics-700 [9] (K700), Moments in Time [56]
(MiT) and WebVid-2M [1]. The detailed performance com-
parison using different pre-training datasets is shown in the
ablation study. For fine-tuning on VOT, we follow the train-
ing settings used in our baseline OSTrack [97]. We use
the training splits of LaSOT [28], COCO [49], TrackingNet
[57] and GOT-10k [39] for training. For the GOT-10k eval-
uation, we follow the one-shot evaluation and only fine-tune
the model on the training split of GOT-10k. For VOS fine-
tuning, we use Youtube-VOS [90] and Davis [64] datasets
for fine-tuning following the standard convention [15, 60].
Pre-training and fine-tuning. For DropMAE pre-training,
the default input is two frames with a spatial size of 224 ×
224 pixels. The frames are randomly sampled from each
video within a maximum frame gap of 50. During the pre-
training, one epoch is counted when all videos are sampled
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Methods Pre-training Data Epochs Pre-train. Time (h) GOT-10k (VOT) DAVIS-17 (VOS)
AO SR0.5 SR0.75 J&F J F

No Pre-training - - - 62.7 72.8 53.7 69.5 66.9 72.2
Supervised IN1k [72] IN1K 300 - 69.7 79.0 65.6 78.0 74.8 81.1

Supervised IN21k [66] IN21K 80 - 70.2 80.7 65.4 78.5 75.4 81.7
CLIP [65] IN1K 32 - 67.4 76.8 60.0 73.6 70.5 76.7

MOCO-v3 [12] IN1K 300 - 70.1 80.1 65.3 78.4 75.4 81.5
BeiT [2] IN1K 800 103.1 67.4 76.8 60.0 76.1 72.7 79.4

MAE [36] IN1K 1600 84 73.7 83.2 70.8 81.7 78.5 84.9
TwinMAE K400 400 20.7 72.2 83.2 65.9 79.3 76.4 82.3
TwinMAE K400 800 41.3 72.9 83.6 68.5 80.7 77.9 83.6
TwinMAE K400 1600 82.7 74.2 84.9 69.4 81.2 78.1 84.2
DropMAE K400 400 21.1 73.2 83.9 67.5 81.3 78.5 84.0
DropMAE K400 800 42.2 74.8 85.4 70.5 82.7 79.7 85.6
DropMAE K400 1600 84.4 75.8 86.4 72.0 83.1 80.2 86.0
DropMAE K700 800 92.4 75.9 86.8 72.0 83.0 80.2 85.7

Table 1. Comparison of pre-training methods on downstream VOT and VOS tasks on GOT-10k [39] and DAVIS-17 [64]. All methods
adopt the ViT-B/16 model [24] with 224×224 input images for pre-training. The pre-training time is measured on 64 NVIDIA V100 GPUs.
The best two results are shown in red and blue.

Method Source GOT-10k [39] TNL2K [79] LaSOText [27] LaSOT [28]
AO SR0.5 SR0.75 AUC P AUC PNorm P AUC PNorm P

SiamFC [3] ECCVW16 34.8 35.3 9.8 29.5 28.6 23.0 31.1 26.9 33.6 42.0 33.9
MDNet [58] CVPR16 29.9 30.3 9.9 - - 27.9 34.9 31.8 39.7 46.0 37.3

ECO [19] ICCV17 31.6 30.9 11.1 32.6 31.7 22.0 25.2 24.0 32.4 33.8 30.1
SiamPRN++ [41] CVPR19 51.7 61.6 32.5 41.3 41.2 34.0 41.6 39.6 49.6 56.9 49.1

DiMP [4] ICCV19 61.1 71.7 49.2 44.7 43.4 39.2 47.6 45.1 56.9 65.0 56.7
SiamR-CNN [74] CVPR20 64.9 72.8 59.7 52.3 52.8 - - - 64.8 72.2 -

LTMU [18] CVPR20 - - - 48.5 47.3 41.4 49.9 47.3 57.2 - 57.2
Ocean [104] ECCV20 61.1 72.1 47.3 38.4 37.7 - - - 56.0 65.1 56.6
TrDiMP [76] CVPR21 67.1 77.7 58.3 - - - - - 63.9 - 61.4
TransT [13] CVPR21 67.1 76.8 60.9 50.7 51.7 - - - 64.9 73.8 69.0

AutoMatch [102] ICCV21 65.2 76.6 54.3 47.2 43.5 37.6 - 43.0 58.3 - 59.9
STARK [92] ICCV21 68.8 78.1 64.1 - - - - - 67.1 77.0 -

KeepTrack [55] ICCV21 - - - - - 48.2 - - 67.1 77.2 70.2
MixFormer-L [17] CVPR22 70.7 80.0 67.8 - - - - - 70.1 79.9 76.3

SBT [87] CVPR22 70.4 80.8 64.7 - - - - - 66.7 - 71.1
UAST [98] ICML22 63.5 74.1 51.4 - - - - - 57.1 - 58.7

SwinTrack-384 [48] NeurIPS22 72.4 80.5 67.8 55.9 57.1 49.1 - 55.6 71.3 - 76.5
AiATrack [32] ECCV22 69.6 80.0 63.2 - - 46.8 54.4 54.2 49.6 56.9 49.1

CIA50 [63] ECCV22 67.9 79.0 60.3 50.9 57.6 - - - 66.2 - 69.6
SimTrack-L [10] ECCV22 69.8 78.8 66.0 55.6 55.7 - - - 70.5 79.7 -

OSTrack-384 [97] ECCV22 73.7 83.2 70.8 55.9 56.7 50.5 61.3 57.6 71.1 81.1 77.6
DropTrack Ours 75.9 86.8 72.0 56.9 57.9 52.7 63.9 60.2 71.8 81.8 78.1

Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art VOT approaches on four large-scale challenging datasets. The best two results are shown in red
and blue. For GOT-10k evaluation, all the methods follow the one-shot protocol, training only on the training set in GOT-10k.

once. For fair comparison, we use the same mask ratio (i.e.,
75%) and training hyper-parameters of MAE [36] to pre-
train the TwinMAE and DropMAE models. Following [14,
15], we use a bootstrapped cross entropy loss for training.
The detailed pre-training and fine-tuning hyper-parameters
are in the Supplementary.

4.2. Comparison with Pre-Training Methods
In Table 1, we compare our DropMAE with existing

pre-training methods on the downstream tasks of VOT
and VOS. DropMAE and TwinMAE are pre-trained using
videos (K400, K700), while MAE and other methods are
pre-trained on ImageNet 1k or 21k (IN1K, IN21K). The
VOT and VOS baselines illustrated in Sec. 3.4 use the

official pre-trained VIT-B/16 models provided by existing
pre-training approaches (see Table 1) for fine-tuning. Twin-
MAE with 800-epoch training performs favorably against
MAE on VOT, but achieves inferior results on VOS. There
are two main reasons: 1) TwinMAE is not effective enough
at learning temporal matches; 2) The number of object
classes in K400 is limited, and meanwhile the object classes
in DAVIS-17 are included in ImageNet. Thus MAE gener-
alizes well to VOS. Our DropMAE, which is a stronger tem-
poral matching learner, outperforms MAE on both the VOT
and VOS tasks with 800-epoch training (i.e., 42.2 hours1)

1In our implementation, we perform video decoding and extract the
video frames on the fly in each training iteration, which could be further
sped up using some tricks like repeated sampling [30].
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Method OTB100 ITB TrackingNet
AUC AUC AUC PNorm

SiamFC [3] 58.3 44.1 57.1 66.3
Ocean [104] 68.4 47.7 - -
ATOM [20] 68.3 47.2 70.3 77.1
DiMP [4] 53.7 339 74.0 80.1

TransT [13] 69.5 54.7 81.4 86.7
STARK [92] 68.1 57.6 82.0 86.9
OSTrack [97] - 64.8 83.9 88.5
DropTrack 69.6 65.0 84.1 88.9

Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art VOT approaches on
OTB100 [85], ITB [44] and TrackingNet [57]. The best two re-
sults are shown in red and blue.

by using the K400 dataset. This indicates that our Drop-
MAE is 2× faster than MAE.

5. State-of-the-art Comparison

In this section, we compare our fine-tuned VOT and VOS
models, denoted as DropTrack and DropSeg, with state-
of-the-art approaches on VOT and VOS benchmarks. We
use DropMAE trained on K700 with 800 epochs as the pre-
training model for both VOT and VOS fine-tuning.

5.1. Video Object Tracking

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Drop-
MAE for VOT, we compare our DropTrack with state-of-
the-art trackers on 7 challenging tracking benchmarks.
GOT-10k. GOT-10k [39] is a challenging dataset that fol-
lows the one-shot evaluation protocol, where the trackers
are required to be trained on its training split, and the test
object classes have no overlap with the objects in the train-
ing split. As shown in Table 2, our DropTrack achieves
state-of-the-art results on this dataset, outperforming OS-
Track by 2.2% and 3.6% in terms of AO and SR0.5. This im-
plies that the temporal correspondence learning in the pre-
training is beneficial for the downstream tracking task. Al-
though there exists a domain gap between the pre-training
data and the test data (i.e., a large portion of test objects in
GOT-10k are animals, vehicles and object parts, whereas
K700 only consists of human-centric action videos), the
temporal matching ability learned by DropMAE can still be
transferred to the downstream tracking task, improving the
tracking performance.
LaSOT. LaSOT consists of 280 long test sequences, and our
results are presented in Table 2. Our DropTrack sets a new
record on this dataset with 71.8% AUC, 81.8% PNorm and
78.1% P, which shows the great potential of our DropTrack
in robust long-term visual tracking.
LaSOText. LaSOText is an extension of LaSOT with more
challenging video sequences for testing – similar to GOT-
10k, the test split has a large gap with the training split,
and sequences with novel object classes (i.e., not appeared
in ImageNet) are used for evaluation. Our DropMAE out-
performs the other trackers by large margins. This demon-

Method Source OL M S DAVIS-2016 [62] DAVIS-2017 [64]
J&F J F J&F J F

RANet [80] ICCV19 ✓ 85.5 85.5 85.4 65.7 63.2 68.2
STM [60] ICCV19 ✓ ✓ 89.3 88.7 89.9 81.8 79.2 84.3

FRTM [67] CVPR20 ✓ ✓ 83.5 83.6 83.4 76.7 73.9 79.6
TVOS [101] CVPR20 ✓ - - - 72.3 69.9 74.7

LWL [5] ECCV20 ✓ ✓ - - - 81.6 79.1 84.1
CFBI [95] ECCV20 ✓ 89.4 88.3 90.5 81.9 79.1 84.6

UniTrack [81] NeurIPS21 ✓ - - - - 58.4 -
STCN− [15] NeurIPS21 ✓ - - - 82.5 79.3 85.7
SSTVOS [26] CVPR21 ✓ - - - 82.5 79.9 85.1
SWEM− [50] CVPR22 ✓ 89.5 - - 81.9 - -

RTS [61] ECCV22 ✓ ✓ - - - 80.2 77.9 82.6
OSMN [54] TPAMI18 73.5 74.0 72.9 54.8 52.5 57.1
FAVOS [16] CVPR18 81.0 82.4 79.5 58.2 54.6 61.8

VideoMatch [38] ECCV18 - 81.0 - 56.5 - -
SiamMask [77] CVPR19 69.8 71.7 67.8 56.4 54.3 58.5

D3S [52] CVPR20 74.0 75.4 72.6 60.8 57.8 63.8
Siam R-CNN [52] CVPR20 - - - 70.6 66.1 75.0

Unicorn [91] ECCV22 87.4 86.5 88.2 69.2 65.2 73.2
DropSeg Ours 92.1 90.9 93.3 83.0 80.2 85.7

Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art VOS approaches on the
validation sets of DAVIS-2016 [62] and DAVIS-2017 [64]. OL, M
and S indicate Online Learning, using Memory mechanism, and
using Synthetic videos for pre-training.
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Figure 6. Ablation study of the dropout ratio P on the GOT-10k
(VOT) and DAVIS-17 (VOS) datasets.

strates that a tracker with DropMAE pre-training general-
izes well to unseen objects in generic visual object tracking.
TNL2K. TNL2K is a large-scale evaluation dataset that
consists of 700 test videos with various challenges, such
as significant appearance variation and manually added ad-
versarial samples. As illustrated in Table 2, our DropMAE
significantly outperforms the other trackers on this dataset.
ITB, TrackingNet and OTB100. In Table 3, we evalu-
ate our DropTrack on ITB [44], OTB100 [85] and Track-
ingNet [57], achieving state-of-the-art performance on each
one. DropTrack is slightly better than OSTrack on ITB and
TrackingNet. We believe the main reason is the fully over-
lapped training and test object classes in these two datasets,
which reduces the effect of pre-training. A competitive
tracker on these two datasets can be learned even using su-
pervised ImageNet weights, which has been shown in [97].

On all 7 VOT datasets, our DropTrack outperforms the
baseline OSTrack, which demonstrates that our DropMAE
pre-training on videos learns better temporal-matching rep-
resentations than the MAE model trained on ImageNet, re-
sulting in more a robust tracker that generalizes well to both
unseen and seen objects.

5.2. Video Object Segmentation

In Table 4, we compare our DropSeg with existing VOS
approaches on the DAVIS-16/17 [62, 64].
DAVIS-16. DAVIS-16 is composed of 20 manually anno-
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Datasets No. No. VOT VOS
Videos Actions AO SR0.5 SR0.75 J&F

K400 [40] 240,000 400 73.2 83.9 67.5 82.7
K600 [8] 390,000 600 74.5 85.5 69.5 82.8
K700 [9] 526,768 700 75.6 86.2 71.4 83.0
MiT [56] 802,244 339 75.1 85.5 70.6 82.8

WebVid [1] 240,000 - 72.8 83.4 67.3 81.5
WebVid [1] 960,000 - 73.4 85.0 69.5 82.9

Table 5. The downstream VOT and VOS performance on GOT-
10k and DAVIS-17 obtained by using our DropMAE pre-trained
on various video datasets. VOS uses 800 epochs pre-training.

tated test sequences. As shown in Table 4, our one-shot
DropSeg approach, without using any online learning and
complicated memory mechanisms, achieves the best J&F
score of 92.1%, which significantly outperforms the other
compared one-shot approaches and is even better than the
approaches with complicated pipelines (i.e., OL, M and
S). This implies that the pixel-wise correspondence learned
during the pre-training is effective for capturing long-range
dependencies between various frames in VOS.
DAVIS-17. DAVIS-17 is an extension of DAVIS-16, com-
prising more challenging videos and supports multi-object
segmentation. In Table 4, our DropSeg achieves competi-
tive results of 83.0% J&F , 80.2% J and 85.7% F , which
shows its superiority in handling more challenging videos.
More VOS results and comparisons are included in the sup-
plementary.

6. Ablation Studies
In this section, we conduct ablation studies to provide

more detailed analysis of our method. We use DropMAE
with 400-epoch pre-training for the ablation study.
The effect of dropout ratio P . We study the effect of
dropout rate P in Fig. 6. A relatively small dropout ra-
tio of P = 0.1 works well on both VOT and VOS tasks.
Meanwhile, dropping too many spatial cues (e.g., P=0.2)
degrades the downstream tasks, which is mainly because
the spatial cues are also useful for accurate localization and
segmentation. P = 0.1 is the optimal setting, and thus we
adopt it in the following experiments.
Pre-training video sources. Since we are the first to ex-
plore masked autoencoder pre-training for temporal match-
ing tasks, it is not clear which video dataset is the optimal
choice for pre-training. Here, we use five popular video
datasets for pre-training, including K400 [40], K600 [8],
K700 [9], MiT [56] and WebVid-2M [1]. For WebVid-2M,
we randomly sample 240k and 960k videos for fair com-
parison and faster validation. The downstream tracking re-
sults are reported in Table 5. Performance is not favorable
even using 960,000 videos in WebVid for pre-training. This
indicates that WebViD is not a good choice for tracking
pre-training, which is mainly because it is a video caption
dataset that focuses on scene diversity and lacks rich object
motion. From the experiments on the K400/600/700 and

Settings GOT-10k
DropTrack-K400-400E 73.2/67.5
w/ ASAD in Encoder 73.1/68.1

w/ domain specific data 73.4/68.8
w/o frame identity embed 72.9/67.4

Table 6. The tracking performance of AO/SR0.75 on GOT10-k
reported by variants with different settings.

MiT, tracking benefits from pre-training with from rich ac-
tion classes (i.e., 700 action classes of K700), from which
the model can learn stronger temporal matching ability.
Applying ASAD to the encoder. Here we test applying
ASAD to all layers including both encoder and decoder of
masked autoencoder. As shown in Table 6, this variant gains
improvements (0.6% in SR0.75) over the original baseline.
Considering its additional cost and limited performance im-
provement, we only apply ASAD to the decoder.
Domain specific data. We also add the tracking train-
ing data (without using box annotations), including Track-
ingNet, LaSOT, and GOT-10k, into K400 for pre-training.
The downstream tracking performance by using the larger
pre-training set is 73.4/68.8, which is better than the base-
line. It shows that the domain-specific data is helpful to
bridge the domain gap, which can be considered as future
work to extend Kinetic datasets with more tracking videos.
Frame identity embedding. During pre-training, the frame
identity embedding is used to identify masked patches in the
same 2D location of the two frames. From Table 6, we can
find that downstream fine-tuning without the frame identity
embedding performs worse than with it, since not using it is
inconsistent with the pre-training stage.

7. Conclusion
This paper investigated masked autoencoding pre-

training for temporal matching-based downstream tasks.
Specifically, an adaptive spatial-attention dropout method
is proposed to facilitate temporal correspondence learning
in self-supervised pre-training on videos. We show that our
proposed pre-training method DropMAE can achieve better
downstream performance on VOT and VOS than the image-
based MAE, while using 50% less pre-training time. In ad-
dition, as the first work investigating this problem, we show
the guidelines of selecting video sources for pre-training,
i.e., selecting videos with rich motion information is more
beneficial for temporal matching-based downstream tasks.
The experimental results on VOT and VOS show that our
DropMAE sets new state-of-the-art results on 8 out of 9
tracking benchmarks. We expect our DropMAE to serve
as a strong pre-trained backbone in future work.
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